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(5 years sentence)
n G ~ Juan Ferran Serafini

7‘ fin‘ (10_ye"ars sentence)
9%_ nu‘ I Prision Torrera de SaragossaI . .7 ‘re Eloy Martm Nreto

(5 years sentence)
bud

9'.‘“ Prision de Soria

Miguel Lacueva Miguel
S (6 years sentence)

Julio Mjllan Hemandez
(23 years sentence)
Salvador Soriano Martinez
(18 years sentence)
Floreal Rodrigues de la Paz
(18 years sentence)
Pnsron de Palencla

Francrsco Tubau Subrra
(18 years sentence; transferred from
Lerida after two months hunger strike)
Cipriano Damiano Gonzalez
( 4 years sentence)
Juan Salcedo
(sentenced to 80 years imprisomnent

, in 1959) G 1
Pnsron del Dueso de Santander

Juan Tejerro Conde

Race of Detention unknown

Julian Herrero Lorente Jose Antonio Pineiro Huget & Guillermo 1959) -
(elderly confederal guerrilla) Garcia Pons. " Pedro Gallegos (S611-i°I1°°d i° 6 Years in
Francisco Javier Garriga Paituvi 1969)

t (MIL mjlitant; attested 1973) Caiifei ‘lie Piiileies wiiiiiiiiai" de Bai'°°i°"a Francisco Javier Maldonado Rosso t /'\ /"\
JQ-5'3 S1313 Su an 35 Mafia Anglstlas Mateos Fernandez (S3l'lll€I1CBd 110 4 y€3I'S 111 lIl1lS Y1‘gr Y . . _ . v
(MIL militant; 43 yaata imp;-taam-neat) (WP mliliflliis 5YI$ $_eT1ie11¢°) old comrade has spent more than 20 years
Dionisio Fabrini Bernardini Nuna Baflart Capdevfla in P1'i$°11)

. (preventive detention) Gemgna N1°°lau_MLua All l1I1i'm°W numb“: ‘Pf °°miad°s_ are
Santiago gala Amiga (MIL militant) Prision de Valencia being held in the Pnsron Provcncral dc
Carlos Monjas Rodriguez Mrgueltlorgc Arnoros Peiro Cartagena, Prisron de Mujeres, Yessenas
All the comrades listed below face the S (9 m°i'iiii5) (Madrid), and iii the Piisioii Provincial
garrotte _ t G Prision de govia de Gerona. Barcelona _
Pedro Barthes Artmeller Jorge Luis Alonso Castro
Ramon Carrion Sanchez (18 year; sentence) The following comrades have been charged
Jose Ventura Romero Tajares Eduardo Valera Rey S With meinbeisilip iii the $0'¢flii¢<i 0-L-L-A
Roberto Safont Sisa (2 years sentence) -7056 Luis i-item i-*°P°Z
Rairnundo Sole Sugranyes Prision Provincial de Madrid, Lnabanchei -i"311 G°T1Z3ie5 ii-*°PeZ
J11311 J01-di vi;-tyglag Jose Luis Pens Llobet RBITIOII d0lVl3.1'lIlIlBZ .

i'i111'iq‘~1°'C°mi*B Martinez (MIL militant; 51 years sentence) Ramon Floiiac vfmdreuJose Maria Vives Marcado Luis Andres Edo  Jaime B&i<i11°i1 Viiadfm
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vol. mi No.19a NQTE:
to bad: us and we to
of eachissue to co

£1-.50.pe: E __
Blaine

mummore
Auetrafie, New Zeeland r

(&nn'i1).£3.12 pd 12 tunes, ($8.00)
All correspondence to 83:, ‘
,London NW3. Tel: (01) 722 1604.. 1 i

Statetof the Nation (at lst March 1975)
' r

Printing. paper &c 173. 33

"cm RANSOM” (ALBEROLA 4
DEFENCE) Committee. in hand c 60.137
New York — IWW £4.14; Cambridge -
PS £2; Surrey — SB 501?; N.Yk '[- I-M
£1.84; Surrey -- LD £1. total --i ~ )9. 84

mack Fla . - _ _ 69. 85-
- 3 y To MMe G for prisoners. t .15. 00

D°fi°" b/fwd 345- <10 In hand for conthtgency . . . . . £54. as 1
Postage 39 65 E 5 Inaddition to this some large sums have
stationery 4_ 44 gone direct esp. from IWW (Toronto)
literature fmfm. other. Wobbly centres.

re-sale 77.79 640. 21 *+

Sales & subs 132, 99
Sinister subsidies 0, 00
Donations""""‘ 70. 16 .253. 15

Deficit £387.06
"“'“"Manchester - Anon £10, RB £10,
Dublin — BC £10, London — AM £10,
Picnic proceeds per LM (Santa Teresa,
Cal1f.)$50 - £20. 76, Australia — TH £2,
Bristol -- CC £1, London-»— TG £3.40,
Surrey. LD £1. SR £2. Total £70.16.
International libertarian Centre

Deficit blFwd 438. 01
Rents pd (we’re behind)121. 32 5
Rates 46. 91
Phone 15.53
Gas 2. 77
Sub-rents 121. 00
collections 5. 60
LD.(Surrey) don. 1. 00 .

Deficit £496. 94

624. 54

l—l to 2*-i ox 1::

('I'his is why we could do with selling afew
posters —+- only £1 coach -and well worth it -
to keep us going. . . . .)

ANARCsH0'-QUIZ
1. The layout of London’s famous Leicester Square (with the
Shakespeare statue) was thanks to the philanthropy of a
crooked financier and M.P., “who built the gardens out of his
city plants”. Who?
2. Most enthusiastic patriot of World War I, whose campaign
for “equal sacrifice” in his paper “John Bull” led
burned on the Stock Exchange, also proved to be
financier as well as Liberal M.P. for South Hackney. Who
3. Why did head of Speacial Branch, and noted anarchist-r If ,5-T;
baiter Sir Basil Thompson, finally leave the Force
4. Is Nelson’s Column in London’s Trafalgar Square in any
danger from the Trotskyites? _
5. Which Votes for Women militant, fighter for women s
rights, and anti-parliamentary communist pioneer.-in East
London , who sharply divided herself from Lfl1ln’s “parlia-
mentary communist” tactic, became, because of her early
anti-fascist activity, involved in the struggle against Italian _.
invasion of Ethiopia and — arter years of pro-Ethiopian \\
activity — finished a pmsioner of the restored Emperor‘? / \

[ .

Prisoners}Resistance Fund
i/hand £7. 68
Received: (Australia) ABC £15, £5;
(USA) LM (N.Yk) £2.70, £1;84, £4, SLS.
(Guam IWW) sums totalling £11.25;
H (Texas)£4.14; L.R. (N.Yk) 2.3406.  
Canada IWW (Toronto) £14. 08, £4.14
(Switz) CIRA colln. £4; Surrey: SB sums
totalling £3.94; L.D. £2.76; London,
LS. £1.16, £2.27; Anon 80p, Centro
Iberico “resistance” meeting £11.58;
Glasgow: Proceeds concert £61 "';
Cambridge Ps £2. Total, a magnificent
£153. 71.

inall, £161. 39.
Disbursements: to Spain
£100, S.N.5. Committee
£10. a110.gg

in hand £ 51. 39

This does not take into account the huge
sums sent by comrades and ABC chapters
direct to addresses supplied them for
prisoners. We need money in hand in
case of emergencies — sudden demand
for lawyer etc).

but wt MM by fiflieiofbflmm
W0 we probtlbly -“cut -our own ‘N
flllflfli” by asking for -support ~
for prisoners and resistance causes, as ai ‘
result of our appeal to keep the
paper going suffers, but your best
friends. Once we sellenouflr litefaturc
we won’t need to ask for cash, and “all
good stuff, no rubbish” (see columns).
Our London centre is the ‘contact base N
ror intemational activity andmerits a
lot more support than it gets. Also re- s
member we can do with a lot of things
besides cash: e.g. trading stamps will
help us; we need clean rags for print-
shop always have -s-‘a demand for
scrapmetal which we can sell for oneasr
other causes, likewise records, clothes etc
for jumble use.
Because many of our readers are sending
money direct to prisoners in various
countires,-and we never know whoiis,
we are always reluctant to stop sending
the paper to anyone whose sub has lapsed
— but as a result we send the paper (with
2'1 added waste in postage) to addresses
i as "air" i - the dead, the moved,
the lapsed, the lost . . . if you ever do
any of these things bar the first let us
know, so we can take you off the
mailing list. ' -

Grand May Day Gala at the
CONWAY HALL, Sat. May 3
Rock Venuell For further
information contact us at
Haverstockflill

_. _ _ I-l-I __

Direct Action paper of the Syndicalist
Workers’ Federation. AIT/IWA. A year's
subscription £1 (Britain) £1.50 abroad.
Cheques and P.O.s to be made payable
to Direct Action,—c/o Grassroots, 109,
Oxford Road, Manchester 13. 5
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“ Was the kidnapping ofHerr Lorenz (which has occupied so
much press space and has been universally attributed by the
media to the Anarchists) really carried out by Anarchists? If
so, what on earth made them choose to go to authoritarian
Yemen?”

To understand the backgound of the case one must bear
in mind first the Nazi background of the police and the fact
that the generation gap in Germany is heightened by the irre-
concilable split, between those who reject everything that
Nazism stood for and those who hanker for the old days.
Secondly that the police and politicians can never refer to
urban guerrillas as “Marxists” even if they use the term them-
selves — because Marxism is part of the Establishment —
Marxist-Leninism in East Germany, Marx’s own party in West
Germany. q _

The fact that all who resist bitterly against Nazi relics in the
State, and the strengthening of the new capitalist State, are
labelled “Anarchists” — especially if young, and whether
favouring guerrilla action or not — is an inducement to many
to call themselves (or allow themselves to be called) Anarchists.
even if they would have little constructive idea as to what it
meant.

There is too a movement - similar to the SLA (which we have
discussed in these columns) or in some ways the Black
Panthers and the Weathermen and sections of the Basque move-
ment and others, -— which accepts the anarchist criticism of
nationalism and the State (including its criticism of Marxist- _
Leninism) as well as the beauty of the anarchist idea, but feels '
only that “discipline” “organisation” “the party” or “the
military force” can deliver the goods (which in practice is taken
to mean that Marxist-Leninism —- or rather Blanquism, but
they do not understand this —- or some variation like Che
Guevara-ism — delivers the goods).

In practice, of course, this is never the case. “Military”
methods always fail, for the simple reason than an Army is
something that is built for a specific purpose i.e. mass con-
frontation under conditions in which nobody would normally
advance. In retreat, in difficulty or against superior odds,
an army is broken down into small units — which take their
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in a state of mental fermentation. There was therefore a
sharp discussion within the anarchist movement which
centred on the attitude to the “RAF”.

But this of course does not alter the fact that it was the
selfless actions of the “RAF” that gave the classenemy a 2
fright. Its over-reaction has shown how vulnerable is the
Nazi mentality. Had someone only shown some fight like 2
this in 1933! 2 N
What was the June 2nd Movement?
The June 2nd Movement is a successor group to (not necessar-
ily approved by) the “RAF”* — the name in remembrance of
one of the many victims of the German police, Benno
Ohnsorg, killed at a students’ demonstration (2nd June 1967)..

While we disagree with the Guevarism of the June 2nd move-
ment we must admire the determination they had in trying
to secure the release of prisoners who had been tortured in
some cases for up to two years, deprived of sensory experi- s
ences and being turned slowly into vegetables. The police
state of West Germany considers itself liberal only by the .
standards of Nazi times, in which its senior officers were
trained. The irresponsibility of the June 2nd movement was
seen in many of its attacks; however it has seldom been given
credit for its responsibility, in the best sense of the word, in
resisting the legal order to open up Ulrike Meinhoff’s brain
for surgery to “determine” her mental state (which could have
made her into a lunatic). The prosecutor who sigred the order
was given a sharp reminder in the blowing up of his house;
and a similar nudge to the surgeon ready to carry out the
order reminded him of his Hippocratic oath.

The kidnapping of Herr Lorenz on 2nd March this year
triggered off a search involving five helicopters, 200 police
patrol cars and 10,000 policemen. The East German DDR
broadcast that the Peopleis Police would do all in its power
to co-operate. Lorenz’s chauffeur identified Angela Luther
(fugtive Baader-Meinhoff supporter as taking part in the
kidnapping. (In parenthesis it may be said the high number
of women involved in guerrilla actions {has upset the “male
chauvinism” of the State-worshippers“ hlmost as much as the
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Mrs, Kellett Bowman MP complaining about the legislation
in favour of the Clay Cross councillors, and vigorously
defending the point of view of the “law and order” lobby,
threw some coins from her handbag at the Attorney General,
Mr. Sam Silkin,_but struck one of his law officers, Mr.
Davidson, in the eye instead.

She apologsed to Mr. Davidson pointing out she had not
meant to hit him, but his boss.

No action has been taken against Mrs. Kellett Bowman
but in the course of a similar political demonstration some
years ago — not, of course, in the House of Commons -- a young
friend of mine threw some coins at political opponents. One
of them struck a policeman -- not in the eye, but glanced off
his arm.

He was charged with obstructing the police, assaulting the
police and possessing an offensive weapon (the coins). Had
he struck the policeman in the eye he would have been
charged with causing actual bodily harm as well. So indeed the
magstrate pointed out. The excuse that he did not mean to
hit the policeman was not accepted. He was sentenced to three
months imprisonment, which incidentally caused the loss of
his job and flat and put his family on social security.

Has the law been changed? Or are MPs above it? Or can
the case of Mrs. Kellett Bowman be regarded as a precedent?
Best not rely on the latter, but it may be worth bringng up.

States big business Tory spokesman for policy and research
Mrs. Thatcher’s second-in-command “Randite”p Sir Keith
Joseph: “two great dangers now face this country. One is
over-government; the other anarchy.”

What is “over-govemment”? It is the intervention of govem-
ment in business. But it is*all right to suppress the workers
by government: “the community is more vulnerable than
ever before to the oppression of small organised groups who
can hold society to ransom.” Bet your life the “small organ-
ised groups” aren’t businessmen, but workers. The dilemma
of “this evil threat to our freedom” (London Evening News
March 21) is not, says Sir Keith, “insoluble”.   

“Parliament must remain free to enact emergency legslation
which would have the effect of suspending certain provisions
of the Bill of Rights”. Free to tyrannise. But it should ‘gve,
objectors the opportunity of appearing before a committee
of the Commons to state their objections”. This has in fact
already been done. By John I-lampden and others, standing
up to the divine rights of Charles I. Must we now go before
the “select committee” to stand up to the divine rights of
Parliament?

A couple of thugs went to the East London kiosk run by
Alfie Cohen, “the Hole in the Wall” and murdered llllll for
the feyv quid they found there. They were sentenced to life,

d f s ctivel The missed his £112,000   an our years? re pe y‘ y

Tools of the Trade cont. from p.S s
are “mad”. (Witness the attempt to operate on the brain of
Ulrike Meinhof). But what drives someone to become a
policeman? The Times reports that police marksmen describe
themselves “wryly” as “legalised assassins” (why “wryly” —
that IS what they are), and that “failure to pass the course
has a strange effect on many officers, who, though not
anxious -to carry a gun, feel that their manhood has been
found vmnting”. One policeman who failed told the Times
(3.2.75) “I never want to be in a position to shoot anyone,
but somehow I feel that lam letting the side down and I am
not as good as my mates”. Is it sane to fight against freedom‘?
What is the psychology of State violence? P_R_

‘Second of June Movement‘ cont. from p.3
shopped around the “Arab revolutionaries” until finally
Yemen —- to help out the German Government not them —
took them in . . . and promptly served them with a notice to
go. At the present time their whereabouts are unknown.
What seemed the “sectarianism" of the -Anarchists proved, in
fact, to them to be a practical point. But it was too late to
learn there are no free countries only some less repressive than
others, and these are not to be found in the Marxist-Leninist
lands.

Most anarchists felt that the June 2nd should have had the
foresight to include in their demands one against terroristic
counter-measures by the police against the movement which
had no sharein the formation of the strategy or demandsof
the June 2nd activists. As it was, there were house searches
and arrests throughout West Germany and Berlin. Anarchists
were rounded up by hundreds, mailing lists, documents and
literature confiscated, houses broken open and people evicted
from them. R P A * a A

In view of the extreme violence of the press campaign
against the Anarchist movement -— unequalled since the press
whipped up the persecution of the Jews — it may he seen that
the class enemy has received a traumatic shock. Yet in anar-
chist circles there has been, despite regret at the authoritar-
ianism implicit in many of the RAF and 2nd June tactics,

Ir

savings. Immediately the Inland Revenue claimed £44,700
for death duties. ‘Then they entered suit for £61,000 --  
alleged unpaid income tax, arbitrarily decided in the absence
of books and based on the fact that this was all that was
left. If a few quid is left over for the relatives after they
have instructed solicitors to contest the claim, they will
be extremely lucky.

Poor old miser. Better to have thrown it out of the
window! q

Alfie worked night and day all his life and thought of
nothingelse but building up his nest egg. One pair of
thieves missed it. Another State-organised group of thieves
got it.

. _ __ J1“..-

respect at the human courage and real spirit of solidarity
shown by them. In spite of disagreements, anarchists have
maintained their aid for victims of counter-revolutionary
terror and —-S-after a period of unbalanced orientation by
the impact of marxist dialectics spiced by anarchist flavouring,
in the process of consolidating itself and clarifying its anar-
chism.
Information ex-l.A.T. AM. & J.O.
Footnote v
"‘ Freedom — anxious nowadays, to dissociate itself from
anything that moves - hastened to say that Black Flag had
described “June 2nd” as anarchist but pointed to its asking
for asylum for the released in authoritarian countries. Alf one
must say, however, that it cannot be in the anarchist move-
ment because of its as yet unresolved conflicts between
libertarianism and Guevarism, both the pacifist and quietist
tendencies must be regarded as far beyond the pale. It is
certainly “in” the anarchist movement in that its supporters
are probably all in anarchist groups of one sort of another;
though not in the sense in which hardly any of the anarchist
groups would agree with them. Had we been asked to A
negotiate the release we would certainly not have thought
there was any favour in going to Yemen when an ‘amnesty
might equally have been asked. A  *
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It is a popular belief that the British police are unarmed. A
Yet the “Times” (3.2.75) has estimated that more than “10,000
officers through out the country are qualified toshoot”. And
that “in London, including Heathrow Airport, at least 200
men are ‘tooled up’ a policemarfs expression for carrying a
gun, at any time of day or night.”

“During periods of intense police activity, especially against
terrorists, that figure is more than doubled.”

Taken as an isolated incident this “revelation” may not ,
seem so important. But the fact of 400 armed policemen
appearing on London streets at the drop of a police-chief’s hat
(and considerable numbers throughout the rest of the country)
is not quite so isolated as at first might be supposed. It is
part of a much wider (and systematic) build up of the state’s A
strength which has been steadily conducted over a period of
years — aimed, not simply at combating “terrorist” outbreaks,
but at providing the “third force” (legally, as opposed to the
“unofficial” armies of Walker, Stirling & C0.), in the “counter
subversion” schemes of reactionaries like Major General
Richard Clutterbuck.

Clutterbuck stresses three irrgredicnts necessary for the,
success ofany counter revolutionary offensive:

(1) Good military intelligence.
(2) Propaganda and the manipulation of the media.
(3) A para-military “Third Force”.

The nearest force to this third ingredient at present in
existence is the Special Patrol Group set up by the police to
cover demonstrations “at which militant elements were thought
likely to cause disorder”. S

The SPG made its public debut by gunning-down two
Pakistani demonstrators inside the Indian High Commission S
on 20 February 1973. Since then it has been used almost
exclusively against strike pickets, oolitical demonstrations and
raids on the homes of militants (to gatherinformation). In
1972 alone, the SPG stopped 16,340 people on the street
and stopped and searched 25,640 vehicles. It is also believed
that the SPG’s own vehicles carry automatic weapons.

Since the introduction of the SPG, another (armed) group
has been set up in London by the police in order to “protect”
foreign embassies from possible_“terrorist attacks”. But at
policeman with a gunis able to shoot any target if he is
ordered to, not just the occasional terrorist bogey man. What
does the excuse matter for the state as long as the result is
more guns for the police.

Whilst these groupsare permanently armed, “ordin_ary”
policemen also receive arms training and can be issued with
arms simply on the signing of a piece of paper by their local
Chief Constable. However, the standard of training given
throughout the country is dependant upon the initiative and]or
enthusiasm of local police authorities and is therefore inevitably
poorer in some areas ofAthecoutnry than others. To overcome
this uneveness in fighting efficiency a Home Office report,
aimed‘ at standalidising the training of “police marksman” is
at present in preparation. Already a number of techniques
based on experience gained,in Northern Ireland have been
incorporated into policetraining courses.

O Most of the existing weapons training in the police is given -
on army firing ranges under the supervision of military
experts. And generally, co-operation between the army and
the policeflis-on‘ the increase.  

7 Hull and Birmingham are two amongst many Britishcities
wfich have seen combined? policelarmy raids on the homes
of =In the case ofthe raids in (carried
outfon black militants in the Handsworth area of the city)
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the Special Air Service (ASAS) took part. Perhaps the most
blatant of these ‘rehearsals’ has been the series of operations
around Heathrow Airport.- supposedly to meet guerrilla
attacks (which never materialised) -— designed to test public
reaction to the sight of soldiers and armed police policing
English streets.  

During a hi-jacking of an airliner from Manchester in
January police and army marksmen were rushed to Stanstead
airport to await the landing of the plane. Peter Shore, the
Secretary of State for Trade, asked if the “Security Forces”
were prepared to shoot the hi-jackers, replied: “we were ready
for all contingencies including that one” (Times 9.1.71). In
overall charge of the operation was Police Commissioner
Robert Mark, whose rapid promotion (startling even col-
leagues in the police) followed a tour of duty with the
Special Branch as a Detective Sergeant . . ., The Times also
revealed that Prime Minister Wilson was present in a
“secret operations rooin that had been established in
Whitehall for such emergencies” (and also, perhaps, “emer-
gencies” like a general strike . . . )

What degree of control the military may have over future
combined operations of this nature is yet tobe decided.
Bitter rivalry exists between the police and army on this point
The police have always jealously guarded their independence
from external controls. They prefer to give the orders, not
take them.

On 27 November, 1973 the Deputy Chief Constable of
Birmingham (Peter Bellamy) stated that what the police
needed was a tactical reserve of specially trained men to
deal with civil disturbances: “the other alternative is a
mobile constabulary under military control” (Grapevine,
January 1974). 7 p

It is unlikely thatthe people in Britain (owing to their
traditional distrust of militarism in “peacetime”) would
accept a military dictatorship without a fight. What is more
likely to happen if the present trends continue is that a
police state will comeinto existence instead. Already we
have “Draco” Jenkins’s “emergency powers” of search and
detention (which were waiting 18 months to be introduced).
Voices were heard again ir1 the Commonson 26 February
(during a debate on “subversion”) also calling for even wider
powers to be given to the police in order to protect them from
criticism.

The function of a political police force has already been
defined by one of its most ardent pioneers:

“. . . an institution which carefully supervises the
political health of the body politic, which is quick to
recogrise all symptoms of disease and germs of des-
truction — be they the result of disintegration from
within or purposeful poisoning from without — and
to remove them by every suitable: means.

To discover the enemies of the state, to watch them
and to render them harmless at the right moment is
the preventive police duty of a political police. In
order to fulfil this duty the political police must be
free to use every means suited to achieve this required
end.”

This is how Dr. Wemer Best, Heydrich’s deputy in the
Gestapo described political police in 1936. In arming them-
selves with guns and the “rule of law" the British Police are
merely conforming to type. l

Finally,“insight” investigations into “the mind of the
terrorist” are familiar sights in the papers. There is always
someone eager to “prove” that people who fight for freedom

_i_ -K] -\. ._
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Institutions are the hallmark of authoritarian society. The
worst of their institutions is the prison which supposedly
presents a solution to the problems of those who are found
guilty of breaking certain laws. Anarchists have always
abhorred prison for the inhuman and useless thing that it is.
We have had comrades locked in prison whose only offence
is to have offended the State, whilst in prison libertarians note
the degradation of the system that “solves” its problems by
locking people away.

In Britain today there are a number of organisations which
campaign around the issue of prison. On the right is the
Howard League for Penal Reform which-ais “close to the
Home Office” together with the State financed National
Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders
(NACRO), this the brain-child of so-called progressive
Conservatives. Then the NCCL takes up the issue of prison
from time to time and deals with individual situations

_-- I I

prisoners in British prisons, the Stoke Newington Defence
Group which provides assistance for five young people im-
prisoned after the Angry Brigade Trials, the Free the Shrews-
bury Two group which campaigns on behalf of the two jailed
building workers’ pickets, a number of groups which spring
up when black militants are imprisoned and, of course, the
Anarchist Black Cross which has a more international position.

Around prison are the hangers on from the system; there
are the probation officers organised into the National Asso- I
ciation of Probation Officer and the various after care
facilities: ‘half-way’ houses and hostels etc. One particular
area of prison life is covered by Recidivists Anonymous
organised on the lines of Alcoholics Anonymous for those
who spend their lives in and out of prison and another by
the Portia Trust which campaigns for women who take
away other women’s babies.

Crime is a huge business in fact, for the courts with their
occasionally. These are the safe, reformist groups concerned solicitors and barristers, the police, the prison screws, the
with penal reform and only one ex-prisoner is known to institutes for young offenders etc., added to all that has gone
work for the three organisations put together. Something before owe their existence to the fact of prison. The lives
of their image can be calculated from the NACRO news-
paper, “Frontsheet” which is distributed free to all prisoners
and was launched by Princess Anne.

There are a number of radical groups however of more
interest in this area. PROP (Preservation of the Rights of
Prisoners) is perhaps the best known. Full members of
PROP have to be prisoners or ex-cops but associated mem-
bership is open to anyone sympathetic with the aims of
PROP, such as this writer. Recently in “Wildcat” 5, Ian
Cameron criticised PROP and in particular Ted Ward the
London Organiser whilst at the same time writing: “It’s
important that those who are prepared to make efforts are
shown every encouragement”. Cameron’s particular grouse
was that PROP did not produce a regular ‘publication, thus
demonstrating a significant ignorance of the situation since
PROP publishes a monthly entitled “Prisoners Voice”. If
Cameron hadn’t known this at the time he" wrote the
article he could have found out easily by ringing PROP. -Not
that PROP is beyond criticism or Ted Ward -— but it is clear
that the impact of the organisation in the public mind is

that it is the only credible voice of the prisoner, recognised
as such increasingly by the institutions of the State.

Other groups in existence include Up Against The Law whc
publish a fairly libertarian journal of the same name and
Radical Alternatives to Prison (RAP) which was founded
in 1970 and works towards the eventual abolition of
prison: it is a Christian Action project, although membership
does not involve any religous commitment. Then there are
two recently established groups: the Prisoners’ Wives Union
founded in 1973 by the wife of a long term prisoner, and
a split from the PWU called the Prisoners, Families and
Friends Association which is more politically orientated.
Interestingly the split involved something of a Womens
Liberation issue. The PWU campaigns for conjugal rights
for imprisoned husbands with their wives whilst the PFFA
is more in favour of an extension of parole and insists that
unmarried men inside should also have conjugal rights. The
extension to homosexual relationships was‘ cleatly a possibil-
ity also except there is no lack of such provision in gaol
anyway.

Finally are the overtly political partisan goups such as the
Prisoners Aid Committee which works on behalf of Irish

wrecked, the misery of those parted, the boring pointlessness
of gaol: these are among the real crimes and the real
criminals are those who perpetrate such a system.

Yet this system has gone a bit too far of late. The intro-
duction of prison control units into Wakefield and Worm-
wood Scrubs prisons has aroused a united voice of reformists,
radicals and revolutionaries in condemnation of the segre-
gation units. They were known about in June 1974 by a few
insiders who hesitated before speaking out against them,
swallowing the Home Office line that control units were for
‘troublemakers’. Finally in October after three people had
been put into control units the “Sunday Times” broke the
story of the experiment in intensive solitary confinement
which was being put into practise. Peoples News Service
(16.11.74) then produced the story of Michael Williams,
one of the men (black, incidentally) in the Wakefield prison
control unit. It became clear that Williams was not a
‘troublemaker’ at all which was supposed to be the case with
those in control units but he’d been carefully selectedas a A
guinea pig to try out 11:: experiment in sensory deprivation.
90 days solitary, followed by a further 90 days of restricted
solitary, with the snag that any prisoner found to be unco op-
erative went back to day one in the first 90 day period to
begn all over again. Thus the solitary could be never-ending.

In the light of the development of control units in prison
John McGuffin’s excellent Penguin on the experiments in
Northern Ireland on internees called “The Guineapigs” con-7
firms the view of those who maintain that British officials
are trying out in Northern Ireland methods they will adopt on
the mainland later. Information on the treatment of
members of the Red Army Fraction in Germany leant more
weight to the view that the State had fallen in love with its
latest refinement of torture: solitary confinement with
deliberate deprivation of the senses. The long term effects I
on the mental health of a victim of this treatment are now
known and they are usually along the lines of permanent
mental damage. Stanley Cohen writing in “New Society”
(14.11.74) concludedthat prisons were likely to get worse
and reviewed the “new thinking” on prison: “the system has
been forced to accomodate to an increasing number of highly
politically conscious prisoners” he wrote and went on to
examine the use of psychiatry in prison aversion “therapy”,
in America brain surgery, use of drugs and electricalcontrol

_ cont. on p. 7
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“We seldom have articles like the one on Anarchism and the
South Wales miners. Frankly I know more about the
history of the Spanish or the Russian movements than I do
about the British . . . Most of the historians one consults
tend to asmmc that British anarchism has no history. The
snippets one gets sometimes in other papers whetsf the appetite
but none of them ev tr bl t d ' b‘ f 1f-

 

er ou e ogo eep—]usta1to se
advertisement as if the exist d dy e III a voi

So say letters resultmg from our article on Anarchism and
the Welsh Miners I have f ll d it tho owe up m is rssue on one
concerning Anarchism and the West of Scotland Also
scheduled to appear as a separate book 1S the pre announced

Anarclusts m London (which will refer to anarchism in the
rest of the country, too and I hope may bridge the gap
between some of the published references to anarchism m the

ast and the resent time)P » P
Most histonans dehberately overlook working class move

ments unless they make a decided, successful nnpact and
become noteworthy Working-class theor ticrans who express
and formulate theones are totally igrored as of no conse
quence what they say rs attnbuted to the next availabie
Intellectual (e g published works on British anar

chism, such as they are never fail to mention Herbert Read
whoplayed a very small part in the periphery of the move-
ment; totally omitting every single theoreticiari the movement
produced between the wars).

An interesting comment may be seen in George Lichtheirn’s
“I-Iisto of Socialis ” blish d P A ' h A ehry m pu e asa engumw ere e
explains that anarchism was too “romantic” a movement to
be influential in Germany where only a “few intellectuals”
°IP°"3¢diK, 7  1
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from Mr. Lichtheim. They listed hundreds, and even
thousands, of anarchists — only a few of them “intellectuals”!

These records have been preserved, for any fair historian.
After the fall of the Reich the Allies rnicrofilmed the whole
of the SS records. Not only are the Munich police files’
(relating to the Munich Commune, and with material on t
Landauer and Muehsam) now in the Rehse Collection of
the Library of Cqnmess, the archives of the German Foreigr
Office located at Bonn have documentation on the period
1892/ 1919 and are described in the Catalogue of Files and
Microfilms of the German Foreign Ministry (in Ann Arbor
and Washington). This contains at great deal of information
on German surveillance of anarchism throughout the world.

In the Bundesarchiv of the SS “however, a full nine volumes
of documents dealing with the anarchist movement up to
the period 1928/38, have been preserved. There are details
of arrest, search of domicile, confiscation of libraries,
records of the FAUD and otheranarcho-syndicalist bodies,
surveillance of suspected anarchists and also the intemational
surveillance of which the Nazi police were a part. These
records have been microfilmed with the other SS records
seized in 1945 and are held in Washington. (Guide to German
Records microfilmed at Alexandra Va.) The Staatsarchiv in 1
Hamburg has “fifteen feet of shelfspace” on anarchism and
anarchist activity, as well as a three volume “Anarchist
Album” with the photos of 1163 anarchists, states the News A
letter of European Working Class History (published by the
University of Southern California) . . . not bad for"“hard-A
headed” Germany, Mr. Ijchtheim! I to

The records in Eastem Germany are even more vast as they
contain material from Communist sources about anarchism.. . - I - ._ . . . - - .
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A Glimpse of Working Clm History.
Many older anarchists used to speak affectionately of Fred
and Amy Macdonald who were active in 3113.1 chist propaganda
in the West of Scotland as far back as a hundred years ago.
Fred was a German baker who had been intimately connected
with the International and with the Anarchist workers’ faction
in Germany that sided with Bakunin. (Fred, who died about
1912 always used Amy‘s name; his own is not known to me);
They formed a circle which met in their tiny flat somewhere
in Bridgeton. Whether it was the frst Anarchist goup in the
West of Scotland I have no idea; but its existence shows that
anarchist propaganda there well exceeds a century.)

As it was a working class movement we have no historical
record of it, since records as a rule exist of successful working
class organisations or of bourgeois intellectuals who make
sure they leave records behind (it is true that today this ‘rule’
is being altered). For many years Amy (who lived until 1935)
used to tell of the old days when the solitary bands of Anar-
chists used to speak at the Green and elsewhere and sometimes
be pulled from their platforms or chased by angy crowds of
excited Christians disturbed at hearing their superstitions
mocked. Their attacks on the Liberal M.P.s (the dominant in
the West of Scotland) were the first to crack the ggantic
edifice parliamentary radicalism had builtup among the
workers. Among well known propagandists of the libertar-
ian idea was James Dick,who was in the old Socialist League.

There were other socialist goups apart from the Anarchists,
of course; and Glasgow led the way in socialist education and
understanfing. The Independent Labour Party was strong
there from its foundation — with its dour emphasis on
socialism —- in contrast to the Social Democratic Federation
which tried at least to introduce a bit of gaiety (with the
Clarion Club movement and so on). It is said that once Keir
lhrdie turned up at a S.D.F.., meeting where he was invited
to give a fraternal address from the I.L.P. — he was perturbed
to find it upstairs in a pub but horrified when he got up there
to find the debauched scene — not merely socialists drinking
but ladies smoking! I-le turned and fled, thinking he was in
a brflthel. Asked on one occasion what he thought of
chism, he said he was only once in an anarchist meeting “ands
the language was terrible .‘ .. . . I didna stop to listen". Yet he
was several times on the platfonn with Peter Kropotkin, whose
language may be amumed to have been proper.

A Between the pioneer days of Fred and Amy and the exciting
period before the first world war, when revolutionary syn- A
dicalism made so goat an impact on the West of Scotland,
(with the Syndicalist movement proper, the lWWs, the
Wobs who formed a second organisation here, the _
anarcho-syndicalist grouping) there must_have been an up-
surge of the anarchist idea in-the West of Scotland. “Perbye,
somebody will research it one day: a huge number of
class militants must have been anarchists, as one canj
these activists who later switched into other parties thus
by tlieir defection provide asyardstick as to how wide the S o
movement have (e.g. Johnhlaclean always do-*
noummd WfiamGilli: ,-- later Communist Q0 1--. for
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Guy Aldred, a Londoner, sawvery clearly in the pre-war '
period that Glasgow was to be the libertarian hotbed and at
first tried to divide his activity between Shepherd‘“s Bush
(always stomping ground in London) and Glasgow, later
devdmg his whole time to Glasgow. He was an anarchist-but
had differences with some in the anarchist movement of his
day (especially with the Rudolf Rocker circle - a personal
and family difference, as Rocker was in fact his brother-in- ~
law), Hertended thereforetocall himself a revolutionary, A A ,_
socialist, or sometimes a “Bakur1inist” (“Marx expressed the
social revolution but Bakunin lived it”) combining both
Marxism and Anarchism. He pioneered Council-Communism
in this country and his long propagandism for the form of
councfl.-communism in which virtually there is not much "
difference between those from a Marxist and those from an
Anarcist tradition was long and tireless, despite his constant
battle against poverty (he relied entirely on his lectures and
sales of literature for a living). That at the end of his-life
Aldred tended to capitulate in some of the ideas he had
expressed all his life was due entirely to the fact that he was
totally worn out by the struggle and poverty.

The anarchist movement which had been noticeably strong
in the pre-world war period did“ not fold sup, though most of
its members did in Glasgow accept the Bolshevik myth for a
time. This was probably due to the expressive propagandisrr.
of John Maclean --s one of the few honest socialist leaders -
who combined standard-bearing of the Russian Revolution L
(which he thought had triumphed) with <=r1um ofLenin
and his authoritarian centralism. It was thouflit by “many g j A
that it was possible to defend the of Russiariirevollugr
l1iOI_l_i-Whllfi not accepting Le_nin‘s triumph --’ gomeflflng
with only small a tall proposition — but
Glasgow was of course during whole of the war and its A
aftermath in a bubbling state of revolution of its own —-
being brought down the streets to curb the workers evenafter
the war -— and its factory form of organisation was at tirnes
almost able to surpam the achievements of the Russian A
workers in brin@g down tsarisrn — and it would have been
difficult to have imposed a party dictatorship on the Lenin  
model there, in the circumstances prevailing; A . y

Several Enflishmenwent north, attracted by. the numbers of
Anarchists with their roots in working class organisation — B
one being George Ballard, of. Bristol -- who (as fffieorge .  s
Barrett”) became a fluent s aker for the Anarchist cause in 1
Glasgow, and also edited “The Voice of Labour", e syndica-
li-°-¢ Weekly. Amonathe Scots who came to London -were
James Dick, James urray, Florence Stephen and several t
others wlrohelped to build up the anarchist influence in the
syndicalist movement of pre-world I. Florence Stephen
(author of “Suffrage or Syndicalism") later moved into trade
mion activity among women shop assistants helping John
Burner (secretary md pioneer of the Shop Assistants Union
W1 one time editor of Freedom). J ' l =
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Anarchists tend not to frequent “Movement” circles and ' economically from, for example, Ireland or Spain.“
thus also tend not to be up on the current “in” terms, the
proper jargon so to speak, of the Movement. We therefore '
initiate a lexicogaphical analysis of a current term in popular,
in this case on is tempted to say etemal, use in The Move-
ment. A

Our featured term is “Third World“. The Third World is
to be distinguished from both the First and Second Worlds,
the former being the imperialist countries of the advanced
western world and the latter being the irnperifilt countfms
of the Soviet Empire (now in a state of decay), on several
grounds. Chief among these distinctions is that of colour:
Third World countries are presurried not to be white: which
is an evil colour. Yet, Japan is generally included in the
First World, this despite the fact that most Japanese are
not white, being generally of somewhat yellowish tinge,
though no less courageous than other colours for all that,
This raises fresh difficulties. Clearly, the criterion of colour
is insufficient. Thus added, to it is the notion of under-
development. Third World countries are those which are
underdevelopedand prey to ravage by the imperialist
countries. However, if this is the case, then one can not
justifiably exclude the Irish, Spanish, Bulgarian,-Albanian,
Italian etc., nations from designation as the Third World.
This is made all the clearerwhen one considers such nations

1 - j
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Generally this problem is overcome by callirg these white
“nations “oppressed” but not Third World. A fresh diffi-
culty ariics, howevfer, since in fact the people of Argen-
tina and Chile, for example, are largely of Italian and
Spanish descent, and if they are to be classified as Third
World, then there is no meaningful reason to exclude Spain
and Italy as Third World. Moreover, it cannot be objected
that in the South American countries there has been
extensive interbreeding with indigenous Indian populations,
since, in fact, in Spain there has been much interbreeding
with African and Arabic invaders in so many instances.
Much the same is also true of large parts of Italy, and in
Chile it is said that many of the people retainedvirtually
pure European descent. Thus, it would seem that exactly
what the term Third World is to apply to is quite unclear.

Our difficulties are by no means at an end, however. What
is one to make of, for example, American blacks‘? These S
people are less well off than their white compatriots, but
much better off than those of their colour remaining in
other lands. (We ignore such less important facts as the
strong racial antagonism between American and African
blacks and the blacks of the Caribbean Islands). And what
of the American Indian‘? Here is a curious case. Nor does
it do to call them an oppressed national minority and thus,

as Chile la, Wl'l1Ch are scarcel that different ‘°°nt* P- 15 bl? Virtue .°f-fll¢iI °°1°"T=-Thi.T,d w°T1d:f°Y .°fl161.'.¢9!4t1'i°$ to or Argenti. A S p t "
hisniin the Westof Scotland L

The memory pf7Kropotkin's visit stt?/ed with theminers of
Lanarkshire. Anarchism did not die  were until two or three
whole generations had passed away. Even during the second
world war it was possible for anarchists to go and speak to
the Bumbank miners — I did myself _- and received awarm
welcome. They were old veterans. like the South Wales s
libertarian miners, they warmly supported the anarchist move-
ment even though in practice they had to acceptthe existence
of and commumst leaderships. They belonged to  
the miners’ lodge and allowed the Labour and Communist
nonflnees to struggle for the jobs of parliarnentary~r:epre‘senta-
don. They did not have a distinctive culture from the working
class of the time and merged into their backgound;  
they would have been the irreducible backbone of the move-
ment had it obtained strength in the rest of the country." As
it was they had little contact except by “literature” —‘ and
that contact was broken when,(as in the case of the South
Wales mi.ners1- see Black Flag No. 17) bourgeois pacifist and
liberal ideas began to infiltrate in thelmore formally consti-

s Q otuted anarchist movementin complete alienation to anything
in which they were interested. up

However it was not the sameisituation as in South Wales A  
where the anarchists movement so infonnally con-  
stituted and so identified with its bacltgbfoundlitliat it lostiits
identity among the advancing state socialist (organisations. On
the contrary, it was sharply sectarian. The "‘Solidarity” group
(no connection between any of the Glasgow “Solidarity” -
groups -' l there were thiee succeefing each other --+ or the

only parliamentary but trade union activity: ~¢
A A A join unions, and thisin organised industries
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their fellow workers always perfectly understood their position,
not only accepting them as militants but even in some cases S
(quite against the rule book) as shop stewards.

The association of anarchists and council-communists, in
the Anti-Parliamentary Communist Federation, in particular
(founded by Aldred, but he later left it to form his own
organisation the United Socialist Movement) went on until
the late thirties (publishing Solidarity and the Fighting Call).
Then it became specifically anarchist again, chiefly influenced
by Frank Leech, one of the most tireless propagandists the
British anarchist movement has known. He was a burly ex-
Navy boxer, whose work couldn't be measured. He spoke
week after week to audiences of never less than a thousand
-- for along he spoke in the open air every Sunday after-
noon and afln in U hall -- with several hundreds attending -- A
in the evening. He organised a press, he helped in factory
gate meetings and factory or.-ganisatioin, started an anarchist
bookshop and a meeting hall, and gave untold help to the
German anarchist movement in the late thirties as well as to
the Spanish movement.  

During the war the movement seemed to ygow rapidly, but
it was disorganised despite its gowth. y There were two very
brilliant speakers Jimmy Raeside and Eddie Shaw. Their
views on anarchism were orig'nal: they described themselves
as Conscioirs Egoists and Stirncrites but rejected the bour-
geois individualism often associated with those ideas (e.g.
shop factory committees were “unions of egoists"; anarcho-
syndicalism was “applied egoisrn“ and soon), which at
any rate made old ideas sound new and which influenced
many people at the time. The generation of Glasgow activists o

followed on called themselves (some still do) Stirnerites,
and it was th'n pneratim gave the drive and conmruity '
or revolutionary anarcho-syndica&v ideas to the influx of
younger militants following-the Scottish apprentices strike;

diflluiicnment with the Labour Party (Y.S.), and the
short-sightedness ‘of the Committee of 100 in theearly

-sixties. A S  i  



NEW ZEALAND
COMING OUT SOON. Our comrades in New Zealand are
going to produce a quarterly called Anarchy — ($1 NZ for 4
issues). Suggest readers in NZ contact them to help produce
the mag.

Write to Anarchy clo 54 Buchanans Road, Christchurch
4 NZ. Will this be the first New Zealand anarchist magazine?
There is a long history of libertarian publishing in Australia
but no in NZ, where, however, there is a growing liber-
tarian movement.
BULGARIA
The Bulgarian Communist Party last year published a book
“The Communist Party Fights Against Anarchism". It
listed the activities of the Government in suppressing the
working-class Resistance since taking power as well as dealing
with the previous history of Anarchism in Bulgaria and its
differences with Russian-style Communism.

It need hardly be supposed the story lost anything in the
telling from the authoritarian side and that the Communist
Party emerged shining St. Georges against the dragon of
Anarchism. (The Bulgarian Anarchists in exile have written S
a pamphlet listing the inaccuracies and replying to the alle-
gations). But the Government forgot one thing: they had
claimed the dragon was long since dead, or better, had never
existed. Now they were putting the facts of the Anarchist
Resistance, in however distorted a fashion, before the S
Bulgarian people. C

The book a. best,-seller. .ItC-passed hands avidly. Copies.
vanished from booksstalls; Red-faced, {as well as bloody-handed,
the Communist, censorship witlrdretwa it from pyublicatien.
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Albatny, New York, l2226_(protests from outside the I
extremely, A130, the M.S. DefenceCCCComn1ittee at )PI;CO. J-
Box” s39,nueetiCstatic-n. Burma, New York, 14205, § C
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A case thatef E¢1dv,Csi31'-fishes who was jailed TY
convlcted of being a “sopl1isticated youth”. Because er ' I. C
repeatedly resisting paeeneuempte to “sur><1ue" lam
drug treatment, a planned reberemy,physical attacks ,C
by prison guards and aiknifeassarrlt -I he is stillsbehindhfltfi I
at 25 and faces 4 lifesentenceslplus seventy years of. C
me five plus ten years he rs serving for an H
threatening U.lS.1 Presidnet (from prison), refuses
tocrawl out ofprison abroken slave ; . . apim, our I 7 I
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A CHINA SAUDI ARABIA
The Pemlehlet “Origins of the Anarchist Movement in China” A vicious superstitious murderer was killed by his nephew.
is available again’ in yet another ellition (now I1-SP) I ‘i The dead man was responsible for hundreds of deaths —

MEXICO Doubleday Anchor have also pubhsheg 0Cne.0f thengve-ls, ofEa often for minpr reasons -- not to mention decapitation and
Chm Famfly (Paperback £195) wmten 1“ 1931 against t I the cuttin off of hands, legs or ears of lrve vrctrms He

h .

Since the early 60’s there has been a fairly active guerrilla I I turmjoils and struggles of the anarchist movement -- thougr this b H d -g es,-, of 1-eli 'ous mania, that God allowed.. _ . . eve , rn an exc g1
campaign conducted in the state,,of Guerrero in "southwestern translation is from the 1958 edrtron which was altered somewhat him to perform an this for the greater glory of both of them
Mexico‘ The main organisers of the Struggle against the to Suit the censorship‘ . , - Such was his power over his cult that he literally owned
Mexican Government*, Genaro Vasquez Rojas and *Lucio In an introduction Olga Lang refers to Pa Chm s anarchrst 16 h allowed to have Slaves ___ and when he died-- was
Cabanas, hfll-h teachers.» began the ee1'I1PeiS11 in the eeF1Y 60,5 background and influence and the fact that he had to remove gage handes of his nephew many men in his home town
-when they formed a revolutionary grouping known as the from his stories (under Mao) everything that revealed the were S31d to be weeping That may have wen been politic _
“Party Of the PO0I”- anarchist identities of the characters “and even therr sym- they could have 108t thei1, eyes 0theIwiSe_ '

Both comrades were outlawed and were forced to take to pathiesi the titles of the books they read,”quotat1ons from C For the dead Grimm31 was King Faisal of Saudi Arabia‘ p
the hills as a result of incidents during protests against anarchist authors, me11lii01'1 Of their names 1 _ His death at the hands Qf 3 prince will not, we understand.
Govemment education policies, such as the rule that students I Nevertheless in spite of Pa Chin’s concessrons to the drctator- trigger Off a world police reaction against Princes of the
who could not afford to buy school uniforms would not be ship it did not accept him. During the Cultural Revolutron b10Od_
educated or allowed access to State schools. (1966-8) — in reality a period of bitter reactron —- Pa Chrn war i

Cabanas was one of the main organisers of resistance to severely punished -— even his books were burned at trmes -ITALY
these measures in Atoyac where he organised a humber of anti- though he was one of Ch.ina’s most popular Wr1’tBIS-
government demonstrations. During one of these street meet-
ings a policeman who attempted to disperse the speakers and
break up the meeting was attacked by an angry mother who
stabbed the officer in the shoulder with a butcher’s carving
knife. The Federales panicked and opened fire on the demon-
strators, killing eight people and wounding scores of others.
Cabanas then decided reform was not the issue and took to
the bills to join Vazquez.

The guerrilla army they formed was openly pattemed after
Emiliano Zapata (peasant leader of the 1910 Revolution who,
advised his troops at the end of the war to bury their weapons
because “a Government is a Government and we shall need
them again. Follow no leaders, muchachos.” Zapata was
leer or easement hated _' I  
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“A most vicious attack was launched by the Shanghai ---------- -------- "
newspaper Wen-hui on February 26, 1968. Pa Chin was I
denounced as the bis lite1'31")’ '¢Y1'e-I'll ‘end’ the 01deSt = mcf“
notorious anarchist in China. ‘In 1930 the newspaper sard,
he had vigorously attacked the Soviet Union and the Bolshe-
vik Party led by Stalin but his real. target was the Chmese
Communist Party . . . . he actually dared to point the spear-
heads of his attack on our most revered and beloved leader
Chairman Mao. He really deserves to die ten thousand deaths

crimeI’I e I 5 66

Later the Red Guards rarded Pa Chm s house and des-
troyed his Chinese art Ol)]6C'[S as well as hrs lrbrary, which
was said to contain one of the best collectrons of anarchist
literature in the world . . . . on June 20, 1968 Pa Chm was
dragged to the People’s Stadium of Shanghar. Those present
and those who watched the scene on television sawhim
kneeling on broken glass and heard the shouts accusmg hrm
of being a traitor and enemy of Mao. They also heard him
break his silence at the end and shout at the top of his voice
“You have your thoughts and I have mme. This rs the fact
and you can’t change it even if you kill me.” Later he was ="'
sent to “labour for re-education” — but (unknown to Miss
Lang) he was befriended by the workers who greatly respec- } t =»
ted him for his past and understood his recantations to be
on the level of Galileo’s. This was what helped him to survrve
Now his books are again available, he has been allowed to— " .
return to “normal life”. When you read the English version,
however, remember the Intense anarchrst background of the
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la arder to bask up the
winternational campaign for the

“;¥'f§l§j§§ relase of Marini (carcere
C gudizario, 84100 Salerno,

"‘ltalia) we have published two
p<>swards= 1) addressed to
Marini in prison with a

ssage of solidarity and 2)
“alhedressed to the President
of the Salerno Tribunal,
Domenico Napolitano, pro-
testing against the sentence of
12 years passed on our com-
rade for defending himself
against thugs of the fascist
M. S.l.

We hope these cardswill
demonstrate the feelings of the
international anarchist move- .
ment to the Italian authorities",
and also express our solidarity
with Giovanni Marini behind
bars.
Fraternally,

C.d.C. F.A.I. Le Refractairc, "
C.d.C. G.I.A. 320 Rue Saint Martin

protagonists: China’s struggle in the 20’s was for an anarchist A Iivista am.-,1-chica 75002 Paris.
society not for a communist dictatorship. The anarchist
workers fought the war-lordsl the "Kuo-Mm-Tang, the _
Communist Party and finally the Japanese rmperralrsts. It rs
no wonder they were overwhelmed. But they must not be
allowed to sink out of sight. _

"- A lnternatronalist.

Umanita Nova
Comitato Nazionale Marini C

The postcards cost 4p per pair (special rates for larger orders)
and can be obtained from the Anarchist Black Cross (London).
We ask all comrades to order these cards in some quantity for
their local goups and friends,

CONCERT GALA   I‘ I. C .C I I C C C C | I I C, » A Buffet open frgm 5pm

 I Sm“ Ha" *'°“" 5-3° Pm
rreaiea at Conway Hall, Red L|0n Square, London, WC1 I-arse Hall from 7-30 pm

ithevlpaidhis men'betteI,W3£¢S A (nearest tubestation: Holborn)

SATURDAY, MAY 3rd  '~"-wast" eswfl evmmiflas I*‘l'iTeMte new gurfila ‘T mm rm.  II   -I S T_ -wasv.1m1esinas.£swC;'CsC '-
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ANARCHIST BLACK CROSS
Profits to Anarchist Prisoners Everywhere Er Spanish Resistance
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Publication of my book “Franco’s Prisoner” and Tel1ez’s book
“Sabate: Guerrilla Extraordinary”, has meant the names of
some of Spain‘s anarchist guerrilla fighters have become well
known . . . the brothers Sabate , Facerias and others. These
people were born fighters with tremendous courage. But the
numbers were infinite. Among the hundreds that I knew
personally there were ten I was particularly close to.

The first was Lorenzo Lopez Noguero. He was from Bilbao.
When his home town fell to the fascists before the end of
the civil war, his family took him across the border with them,
where they settled in Nantes. Noguero was only a lad then.
But he took part in resistance against the Nazis, and entered
the ranks of the CNT well known for his heroism in that
fight. After the war he went on with the struggle against
fascism, entering Spain in 1950 with a group that was
invading the ‘province of Lerida (in Catalonia) via Andorra.

A well known landowner in Lerida was head of the Somaten
army. It was a private army responsible for arresting and
killing a great number of people. This incident shows how
false is the supposition that the guerrillas were in some way
“elitist” or their actions were desigred to “inducethe people
to rise” or that they were acting“without the support” of
the workers. The landowner was steadily wiping out every
one I who had taken part in the collectivisation of the farms
during the civil war. In Lerida all the farms (including his s
own) had been expropriated by the people and worked for
the common good. As a result, when he took back his farm
after Franco’s victory over the workers, he found it in greatly
improved condition, and benefitting by years of devoted work
It is not to be supposed that he would be grateful ; on the con-
trary he began to wipe out all witnesses to the fact of collec-
tivisation. He had been spared, though a known fascist. But
hesin turn spared no one. Hundreds were killed by his orders.

In those days it was enough to make a denunciation for a
killing to follow.

Hundreds escaped over the border, where sympathisers
learned of the systematic murder being carried out by this
man: Tthe group had come from France to kill him. Noguero
-was chosen as the delegate of the group. They entered his
farm and put him against the wall in front of his workers s
and his family. “You’ve killed hundreds of people because
ofyour own private guilt. Now it’s your turn.”_*_ p_
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On the way back to France via the Mont Sec (dry mountain)
between the republic of Andorra and Lerida, they walked at
night and slept during the day, but stopped at a spring for
water. This was the mistake of the guide. No veteran guerrilla
would have stopped at a spring knowing how well the Guardra
Civil was acquainted with the locations of the wells, and
naturally the authorities had -raised at hue and cry againstthe
departing guerrillas. They were, indeed, positioned at thrs
very spring, and fired immediately they saw the party stop.

Some of the group were shot dead, others escaped.
Lorenzo himself survived but with a broken leg. Only in
extreme pain could he crawl to a cave ten miles away. There
he waited hoping the surviving members ofthe group -—_
especially the guide — would fmd him. Two days passed. .s .
he was found, but by the Guardia Civil.

Tracker dogs had located him for his enemies who would
(had there been only one or two of them) killed him on the
spot. But as they were witnesses to each other they could
not very well murder him on the spot, and so they put him
on a donkey -—- where he suffered agonies with his wounded
leg — later transferring him to a car when he was taken to the
prison in Lerida, where the director of the prison had him
put in hospital, where his leg healed.

At Lerida, witnesses were called to identify him. But the
landowners wife and daughter had evidently not been par-
ticularly fond of the departed and they declined to identify
his assailant. The cab driver who had driven the group to
Lerida identified them however.

Noguero was removed to a more secure prison, in Barcelona
— for fear that a group might come over the mountains from
Andorra to release him —- and there, in the terrible “Fourth”
Gallery of the security wing I first met him and we became
close friends. i

The Spanish police went into Andorra — where they ‘had no
legal right of entry — and kidnapped the gurde commg out
of a cinema. (This type of kidnapping has never caused  
international horror!) Smuggled over the border, he was taken
into custody once across and taken to Lerida prison, to
which Lorenzo was transferred after a year 1n Barcelona.
Both were tried and condemned together. They were sen- a
tenced to be garrotted. I— cunt on p_ 15! I I

such works as those of our Jose
GGOT FASCISM of the Frght agamst Commumsm”: Antonio, Hitler, Mussolini, Calvo

CANARY ISLANDS I “We are tired of seeing so much
Bands of fascists operating in Spain, communist propaganda inl the windows
protected by the police, have lately ofyour stinking bookshop. You
resumed their attacks on booksellers. and others like you are the cause of

Sotelo, Ramiro del Maeztu and other
Fathers of our Country . s. . . you
will not be warned twice. Ifyou
ignore this, we will do our duty to I

These right-wing extreme gangs
have attacked Distribuidora Enlace
in Barcelona, the Fuenteovejuna book-
shop in Madrid and the firm of Dan
al Set in Valencia, also smashing the
windows of the Hispano-Argentina
shop in Santander.

' The reason is the sight of some
more or less liberal books on show
-+" all authorised for publication by
the Ministry of Information without
which no bookseller would think
of displaying them. p

The latest attack on booksellers
comes""in the Canary Islands where
a bookseller has received the follow-
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all that is happening in Spain by in-
citing the helpless students with the
filthy works ofMarx, Lenin and the
rest of the carrion of international
fieemasonry; Although that free-
masonic traitor Ricardo dc la Cierra
and that other traitor/lrias Navarro
says his ‘opening up ’ policy will
continue, we will not let it happen.
It would be the end of our Glorious
Spain .,. . If all these books do not
disappear from your shop, remem-
ber the fate of Enlace in Madrid. '-
Remove not only these books but s
all other international freemasons
Neruda Bnecht etc. instead stockI I =-
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God and the Fatherland by making
you suffer. Long live Hitler. Down
with Communism "

The police turn a blind eye to
attacks by the fascist extremists, L
and in some cases have been kn-own
to encourage them certainly to
positively discourage those book- p
sellers who have stood out against t
them. How easy to be a boldpfascist
nightrider — the whltlows
of bookshops andssetting fire to the v
stock — at night time, the t
bookseller and his assistants_ have
gone home, knowing that --~ if caught
-——_, the police msply tell youitog
"“take..care,.” _ S A  
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PEDRINI BELGRADO - , ..   
This article was onjginally published in the Italian magazine “Umanita Nova" of14th Debember 1.9 74, in conjunlction with an
appeal for support for the campaign to flee Pedrini.Belgrado. Send letters and parcels to PEDRINI BELGRADO, CASI4 PENALE,
43190 PARllL4._ITALY. Letters ofprotest to the Italian Ambassador and Italian Consuls and Vice-Consuls in England and also to
piano Zagan, Muustro di Grazia e Giustizia, Rome; IlPresidcnte della Camera dei Deputati, Sandro Pertini, Montecitorio, Rome,

mm (cont. from January issue) ,
But to return to the theme of art and science in an anarchist society, which, as is well known, is one free from the State and from

political government. p
How will scientists andlartists live in this society in which self-government of the people replaces historical government, where social

conscrence replaces constituted authority, and where economic freedom, in the sense of everybody taking for himself as much as he
actually needs, replaces money as the method of acquisition.

The reply to this. question is implicit in the theoretical principles ennunciated above, but it is necessary to give an answer to our many
opponents, to the rncredulous, wrth whom Pve often had occasion to argue, sometimes convincing them, sometimes not.

The opponents of Anarchism, for the most part, attack the libertarian principle of the absence» of constituted authority, without
which, according to them, an Anarchist society wouldn-’t survive for more than twenty-four hours; otherslsay that without profit, that
rs wrthout explorters, society would become sterile and die.

The masters of Anarchism have alreadyeffectively answered these hoary arguments. Errico Malatesta was particularly good at it.
But hitherto nobody had asked me this question: “What be the purpose of art and science in your society? How will the

scientists and artists be able to feel themselves equal to the tailor, the shoemaker, when a painter, for instance, can earn a sic-figure sum
by the sale of a single canvas?” Six-figure sums are the product of theft, not of gainful employment, I reply. These grotesque profits
can be arrived at today because the value of things is based on absurd capitalist criteria: the same criteria which allow industrialists to
thieve enormous sums.

“Well, then, what, according to you is the basis of the value of works of art? An artist who executes a Pieta”, insists our opponent,
“perhaps deserves more than a roadsweeper who, in the same amount of time, might have cleaned a few streets?”

But haven’t I already said, that in an anarchist society nobody gets rewarded on the basis of the work they carry out, but that every-
body grves what they can and takes as much as they need? As for the Pieta, dear sir, I don’t see how it can be more useful to mankind
than clean streets, which is precisely what the roadsweeper provides.

Todecide on the real value of things it is necessary to detach oneself from the conventional, pre-established ideas of capitalism. Let
me give you an example which will show that value is not in the things themselves, but in their usefulness at a given moment.. Ask-
someone who was in Russia during the retreat from Moscow, whether, at that moment he would have preferred Miche1angelo’s Pieta,
or a good overcoat made by a poor tailor? I think I would have preferred a small bag ofpolenta to the Pieta. Do you see then, how
the value of things changes with the changes in circumstances.

Let us not forget that the things most useful to man are produced by workers and peasants. The spiritual needs for figurative art
and scrence take a second place to their products. =-

To a guy who asked vehemently whether we would have had space flights without scientists, I asked whether he would have
eaten l‘l1S Christmas cs yy ihoutthe poultryman.

Anyone who really iierrks about these social problems realises that all categories of workers, whether physical or mental, are of equal
value, and{that rhar cconormc prmcrple wluch 1s fa1_r to everybody is that of being able to select, without extravagance, the things
near-f?:*::*:r}§ tor the satrsfactron of one’s own material and spiritual needs, without having one’s pockets bulging with rnoneyi

Contrary to the declaratrons of the rmpemtent detractors of human nature, it is not self-interest which stimulates the intelligenceand
produces great men, who have cultivated their minds only for what they could make out of it. It that were true, the world would
consist only of geniuses. Apart from what Nature gives to exceptional minds (character, will, memory, attention), men aspire to achieve
exceptronal works beca f h 1 ' ' ' ' ' 't hi _ _ ‘ use o a psyc o ogrval stimulus of a good kllld wh1ch_can be defined as the desrre or passron for human greatness,

om w ch socral drstrnctron also denves. Self-mterest or the frenzy of gettrng nch comes a very poor second in the genesis of out-
standing men. One proof that man_ is driven to exccll without any hint of material profit can be derived from certain improvised displays
of athletic prowess. You can bet that if two yodng men race each other in public, they will both use up all their energr to winwithout
even tlnnkmg about materral reward. '

This shows that men are instinctively moved by noble “motives rather than by personal self-interest. Indeed they are often content
wrth pulbhc esteem and admrratron for works or commendable acts canied otrt by them. We can assert, then, that when private interest
l1fIg10li;t11.)1‘eJh3n a bad memory of an rgnoble hrstoncal epoch, and the socral vrrtues practiced will be equality, collective interest, the

e t y an prosperous life of everybody, socrety then see the emergence of more artrsts, more screntists, more famous men in every
field of knowledge than ever emerged from this society based on private interest.

The hbertarian theory of equality of rights, both economic andcultural, will also allow a greater development of arts and sciences
placed at the servrce of the human family. S

We anarchists place scientists and artists at the summit of social esteem, where, however they will not pick golden apples butthe
lraetlggfi which are the due of all who, the gifts of hand and mind, willingly contribute to the cultural, moral and material good of the

Indefatigable research and practice 011116 greatest good of the People constitute the ideal of anarchists.
1 _
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MISUNDERSTOOD RUSSIANS
ml Avrich Bakunin a Nechaev (Freedom Press 20p) Sh°°P-  t -°f,11\_@Ilv-Wtobe .1'<>\1I1<1iI1 the fast IMva-
T I to P ' ' - - This is what Tolsto is sa ' in th ' fr hi

submissiveness. Not that he was a wolf but that they were

o s y ower & Liberty (Snman 15p) 7 ymtg e Smpp Om S

Some recent works have shed further light on the personality
of Nechaev. It is unfortunate that nobody who had the
patience to research obscure facts of a century ago is likely
to appreciate a dynamic, forceful, impatient revolutionary
such as Nechaev undoubtedly was, and he always comes off
badly. Yet . . . as Avrich concedes, his methods are used by
such contemporary groups as “the Black Panthers, the Black
September, the Weathermen, the Red Army Fraction, the
Symbionese Liberation Army,” -— he does not go on to men-
tion any specifically anarchist groups because basically his
thesis is that Nechaev could not be ananarchist as he was not
a very nice man. “Bakunin, whatever his failings, was
essentially a libertarian. Nechaev whatever his virtues was
essentially an authoritarian.” How‘? Because Nechaev went
in for “theft, blackmail, murder” his “selfless dedication
carried a harsh and ruthless stamp” — he lacked Bakunin’s
“warmth and human com assion”p .

It clearly cannot be denied that since we are libertarians,
libertarians have all the graces! That lets Nechaev out!

In fact Nechaev’s Revolutionary Catechism has stood the
test of time: he concerned himself only with Russia and in
Russia, one hundred years and two revolutions afterwards
there is no other way but by that catechism to the letter for
the revolutionary to proceed there. There was not then.
There is not now. If there were, Paul Avrich would be the
first to show where warmth and compassion succeeded and
conspiracy was no longer necessary.

Dothesc conditions apply elsewhere? That is quite another
point, which does not concern Nechaev, but did concern
Bakunin. He realised (and this is what baffled Franco Venturi
who called his relationship with Nechaev’s “complex and
obscure” when it was as clear as daylight) elsewhere there
was the luxury of choice as to whether one could be ruthless
and dedicated or friendly, easy-going, warm and compassion-
ate.~ But it led inevitably to a type of revolutionary flabbiness.
One was better but the softer option and —- certainly as far
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et g bothpfie on the agony yet overrule objecfions is...
works “Power & Liberty”. That he has been as misunderstood f
as Nechaev is self-evident. Illterllflfionalist
THE BALHAM GROUP: How British Trotskyism Began.
Reg Groves (Pluto Press 75p paperback, £1.80 hardback).

‘Q?’

This is the personal reminiscence of an old-time Trot setting
out the origins of the Trotskyist faction within the British
Communist Party. It is important to note that Groves omits
to point out that Trotsky (realising how divorced his faction
was from the working class, though flattered to be idolised)
directed that militants from the “redundant” trotskyism of
South Africa be sent here, who are the real orignators of
hard-core trostskist factions at present existing (except
I.S. and I.M.G. which have much more exotic origins).

Reg Groves, alas, is as selective a historian as the Stahnists.
Re-writing Russian history they forget to mention Trotsky’s
role in the Bolshevik Party for one thing, and the Jewish s
origins of some of its veterans is shelved. Mr. Groves shelves
the Christian origns of British Trotskyism. He does not deny
the leading role of its pioneer, the Rev. Stewart Purkis. There
are fourteen references to Father Purkis in the index. Search
as you will, you will not find his title nor the fact that he was
an Anglo-Catholic priest. It is suggested he was a railway
clerk.

The CP in the twenties made great play of another
Catholic, Father John Groser.) Plain “John Groser” is des-
cribed here —- like Stewart Purkis and Billy Williams -.— as
“active in the Clearing House branch of the Railway Clerks
Association” — the young reader may be forgven for not
knowing that Father Groser was made famous throughout the
East End for his tireless activity for the High Church and its
involvement in poverty action, carrying a huge crucifix on
Stalinist parades or the dodge of joining a union to which one
approximated but did not belong, common among some
socialists in the twenties (before it was possible to join the
Labour Party as an individual member). This was mimicked
in the famous action by Winston Churchill of applying to

as my ruthless regime was concerned _ got nowhem The join (and being accepted by) the bricklayers as a fellow-union-

thatla reasonably accomplished skyver could no  doubt
some cool corner where the assistant devils could be bribed 1
into diluting the sulphuric acid or keeping you out of the
shit shovelling shop and in -any case itwasbetter than the
rival firm. for company. " ”- t s ; " -

The tenors of prison are stripped away by a book like a
Jonathan Marsballls, a wry guide to softening the edges of
prisonexistence. Even a tough"n1ind like Mr. Marshall's can’t
make a heaven of hell (despite Milton’s dictum) but he shows
-you how you can (though it takes longer) get over prison the
way you can get over a toothache, with all the detail- of the
Michelin Guide and the drollncss of Chic Murray. ' A

Pity that, in the teeth of all his own reasoning, the author
thinks that prison acts as 'a7deterra11t; the whole of law in our
modem society is contained in the commandment “Thou N
shalt not be found out” -- beyond this, all is contained in an‘
able lawyer. The trades you learn in prison, as he points out as
are “how to pick a lock; how to steal a car; how to forge a
siglature; how to break into houses; how to corruptandbe
corrupted — all sorts of enjoyable and interesting occupational t
pastimes” - like the man who spent six months for a first
(motoring) offence who learned how to use his wooden leg I
to smugglelwatches, and became a successful watch-smuggler
with his own home —- and whose descendants will have the
culture, leisure (and money) to write theses on vocational
training. g

The carpet is ripped from under the feet of the average
writer on prison reform with send-up. of the Prison Rule
Book (hilariously illustrated by Liz Mackie). This book
won’t get into prison until everyone else gets out; but if you
feel the long arm of the law stretching out for you, it’s a
must to read.

S.C.
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I  Lorenzo -immediltely plsrmed to e y11101
thesecurlty  tvlaswedtoallow pdlbnento '_
There was no running water in thetwingitaolf and
to wash in the gmrd. On the way to the ablutions they
passed the ceritre of the pfison where the chief guard -—- who s
controlled all the prison wings - was-stationed for 24 hours v
duty. Evading their guard, Lorenzo _f_and, a fellow prisoner -P.
broke into this control room where the chief guard was asleep
(though fully cloflied). They looked for a pistol but as -they s
could not find one they icked u a iiece of wood and., P P P

it into his back, telling him they would shoot if he did
them through_the door at the end of the corndor.

tookthem to the outside entrance, through which a  
d on the other side could checkwho was passing. They

lmockejd. The guard, seeing the chief guard through the _
window, opened up. Lorenzo hit lrimover the head with
the piece of wood and he and the other prisoner, along with
the chief guard, escaped through the main entrance tothe -
street. ~ J _ ' A

Once intown, they forced the guard to climb the stairs of
a block of flats, while they rushed off. Bytnightfall they were
on the mountainside. Unfortunately, their former guide had-
been unwilling to join them on the escape. Like so many he
was paralysed by fear and hope -— between execution and
expectation. They therefore plarmed to meet a friend in the
town of Balaguer. They reached it by the following morning,
so they could not go into the town that day and they spent
the night in a haystack outsidethe town. It was a poor
hiding place as the Civil Guard had been alerted to watch for
them, and those gentlemen never bothered if, by mistake, t
they got the wrong person. But it was all they had as day was
coming. Later the Civil Guard saw the suspicious presence 1
in the haystack. They ordered them out, on the point of a
machine gun, which Lorenzo tried to snatch. He was not
quick enough and was shot‘ dead on the spot . . . one more
of those who fell in the long battle against repression in r
Spain. -

Miguel Garcia.
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ANSWERS TO ANARCHO-QUIZ World people (Brazil, Paraguay), so that the fact of
being oppressed, the fact of being a national minority,

1.. Albert Grant (when he became ta Baron of the Holy Roman and the fact of being not white cannot be sufficientiby
Empire someone wrote, “Kings can grant honours, honour

grant r
2. Horatio Bottomley.
3.. He was found in Hyde Park beingmasturbated by a
prostitute and the police constable did not believe (or pre-
tended not to believe) it was superior officer, and arrested
him.
4. In_the unlikely event of a trotskyite party getting power
they might like to fulfil Trotsky’s prophecy that the first
step of a successful revolution in Britain would be to pull
the statue down. (It was a paraphrase of Marx’s fulfilled
prophecy — actually He‘-ine’s, quoted by Marx and usually
attributed to him — that the French workers would pull
down the statue of Napoleon in the Place Vendome, as
illustrated in our pamphlet Bower and Liberty 1. I __
S. Sylvia Pankhurst (younger daughter of Suffragette leader
Mrs. Emmeline Pankhurst). - Tm S°°i°“’ °f ”°P”““‘°‘”
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themselves. Allthis, moreover, excludes the onenation
if they c311’-ll)5 H°11°"1'S With°"t h°n°'-‘T make but 3 bme" perhaps most oppressed of all historically, yet almost

never considered as Third World. I speak of the Jewish t .
people, who are Scmetic in origln, have been hounded from
one end of the earth to the other, and are a distant national
minority in every country of the world save one, where they
act as oppressor of other national minorities. In every aspect

i the Jews should also be classified as ‘Third World. When one
adds that Third World countries are those that export raw
materials and -import finished goods one does not do any
better since by this definition the United'States would in-

, creasingly qualify as Third World, a fact which will not sit
well with various Third World sycophants. We can only p
conclude, therefore, that the term Third World is confum,
ill-defined, and in the end non-sensical and should not be
usedby right-minded rational people, which is no doubt why
it is in such popular use in official Movement circles. -

 


